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CONTACT PROBLEMS WITH BOUNDED FRICTION 
COERCIVE CASE 
JiRi JARUSEK, Praha 
(Received December 31, 1981) 
Contact problems with friction remained for very long time unsolved in spite of 
their importance for practical applications. The reason consisted in difficulty how 
to treat the Coulomb law of friction in harmony with the non-penetration condition 
of the Signorini type. E.g. in the book by G. Duvaut and J. L. Lions [3] it is formu-
lated as an open problem. The first result in terms of sufficient conditions for the 
existence of a solution was given by J. Necas, J. Jarusek and J. Haslinger [8], who 
solved the case of a strip in i^^. The goal of the present paper is to extend the results 
of [8]. 
In order to explain the whole reiteration and renormation technique and the use 
of Tichonov's fixed point theorem, we shall first discuss the simplest case — the strip 
in R^ (Sec. 2). The solution of the Signorini problem with friction can be defined by 
means of a fixed point of a certain operator constructed using a certain "auxiliary 
problem". The operator, defined on all "non-positive" elements of the dual space 
to the space of traces on the contact surface and acting into the same space, is con-
tinuous in the norm sense and gives "non-positive" results. For the fixed point 
method, however, the continuity with respect to the weak topology is required. At 
present, the weak continuity can be proved only for the spaces of more regular dis-
tributions by applying regularity results, the strong continuity on the original space 
and the compact imbedding theorem. The shift and renormation technique is essen-
tial for the regularity results as well as for the existence of a bounded set mapped 
into itself. Extensive calculations are performed to obtain the best possible conditions 
(using the given method) in the existence theorem. 
In Sec. 3 we generalize the method for a general body in R^ with a sufficiently 
smooth contact boundary. Here, moreover, some technique of "straightening of the 
boundary" and local coordinates are required. In Sec. 4, further generalization for 
a common contact of two elastic bodies with SL C^'^ smooth contact surface is made. 
The coercivity (i.e. a positive measure of the part of the boundary with a prescribed 
displacement) is supposed throughout the paper. 
The results, existence theorems at the ends of sections, are formulated for homo-
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geneous as well as non-homogeneous bodies. The estim.ations for admissible coef­
ficients of friction are for the majority of materials in harmony with the technical 
praxis requirements. 
1. CLASSICAL AND VARIATIONAL FORMULATION OF THE SlGNORINt 
PROBLEM WITH FRICTION, AUXILIARY PROBLEMS 
The problem is formulated in [2] and [8]. Let Q be an open domain in R^ with 
a Lipschitz continuous boundary. Let us look for the displacement vector и = 
= [u^, u^, w^]. The strain tensor is given by the formula 
(1.1) e,{u) = \ ( ^ + ^ ] , /,i== 1 ,2 ,3 , X E O . 
2\dxj dxj 
We consider the Hook law fulfilled on Q in the form 
(1.2) T:j = aijj,iej.j, ij = 1,2,3 
(in the sense of the obvious summation convention). The obvious symmetry fl/^/(^") ="'-
= aji,,i{x) = ciijij,{x) = Of-jijix) is supposed for every XEQ and / , j , k,I = 1, 2, 3. 
For the stress tensor the equilibrium conditions are considered, 
(1-3) - ^^y = / , , / = 1, 2, 3 
CXj 
on Q. 
The boundary Г of О consists of three parts. On Г„ the displacement 
(1.4) и = ŵ  
is given. On Fj the stress 
(1.5) T{u) = T° 
is prescribed. On the contact part Г,. we consider the Signorini conditions 
(1.6) r „ ( t O g O , w „ ^ 0 , T , ( w ) t / „ - 0 , 
where w„ is the normal displacement (ы„ = и . п), Т,,(к) is the normal stress (T„(w) = 
= iij{ii) niUj) and n = (n,)f=i is the unit outer normal vector on Г. Moreover, we 
require the conditions of the Coulomb law of friction on Г^ to be fulfilled: 
(1.7) \T,{u)\ й ^iu)\ , \щ\{\Т,{и)\ ~ ^\TXu)\) = 0 , 
{^T„{u)) {x)<0=^ u,{x) = {Щ) (x), 
where u^ = и — u„n is the tangential displacement, Т^{и) — T{u) — Т„(н) n is the 
tangential stress, ^ is the coefficient of friction and Я is a non-positive function on 
Г,. We look for such и that (1.1)-(1.7) are fulfilled. 
Denote the Sobolev space H%Q) = W'^{Q), (XERK Let Ж = (Я^(ß))^ Ж -
= {и E Ж\ w = ŵ  on r„, i/„ ^ 0 on r^, both in the sense of traces], where u^ E Ж 
is a given function such that w°|rxr;: = 0 in the sense of traces. Suppose T^, Г,,, Yj 
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are measurable subsets of Г such that Int Г„ = Г„, int Г^ = Г^, ТпГГт ~ ^ТУ 
(Int Г, п Int Г,) U (Int Г, п Int Tj.) u (Int Гт nlni Г„) = 0 and дГ„ дГт and аг^ 
are Lipschitz continuous (all in the sense of the relative topology on Г). Let mes Г„ > 
> 0. For u,vG Ж put 
(1.8) a{u,v)=^\ a^j^ieij{u)efa{v)dx . 
We suppose aij^i{x) to be Lipschitz continuous on Q for every /,7, /c, / = 1, 2, 3 
and to satisfy 
(1-9) 0 < ao g («O-uW^O-4'ы) | c | " ' ^ /lo < + ^ 
for every x e ß and ^ = ('̂ iy)o = i ^ ^^- ^o? <̂'o ^1"^ constants independent of x e О 
and с e JR .̂ Let °Я^/^(Г,) be the space of all functions vv of Я^/2(Г) such that w\r^^ = 
= 0, provided with the norm of Н^'^[Г). Let Н~^^^[Г^) be its dual space, denote 
C*" = {(p e Н~'^'^{Г\)', (p is non-positive in the dual sense to the ordering on 
"Я '̂̂ ^(Г^) given by the restriction of the canonical ordering on £2(^0)}- Denote 
by (., .) the duality pairing in [Ь2{и)У, [•' •] ^̂"̂^ duality pairing in (1.2(Г))^, <., .> 
the duality pairing inL2(r^). Due to the bipolar theorem (which is very well known) 
it is possible to extend those pairings to the case of /; e {^H\Q)y or (//""(Г))^ or 
^ / / ' ' ( r j and to (/) belonging to the corresponding dual space; a > 0. Let J^ e С^{Г^) 
have a compact support, let dist (supp #", Г \ Г,,) > 0. Let /е(Ь2{0)У,Т^^ 
е{Н-^^\Г)У be such that [T'^^W] = 0 for every we{H}^\r)y with w\r^ = 0. 
For an arbitrary g„ e C*" we introduce the problem 
(gj,) Let us look for и e Ж such that for every v e Jf' the following inequality 
holds: 
(LIO) a{u, v-u) + < ^ | ^ , j , |^,| - \щ\у ^ (/, V - u) + [Т°, v - и] , 
where \g„\ means —g^^ for g^ e O^". 
It is easy to show that the problem {g„) is a weak formulation of the classical 
problem, where T„(u) is replaced by g„ in (l .7). For и e Ж V^Q define T„(u) by the 
formula 
(LI 1) iT„{u), w„> = a{u, w) - (/, w) for every w e Ж such that 
Definition 1.1. Let и be a solution of (g„) for some g,, e C*". Let J^^^ = ^T„(w). 
Then the solution и is called a solution of the Signorini problem with friction. 
Put Жо = {veЖ; V •-= 0 on T j , JTQ = {i^^^^ol ^\ й 0 on T j . Clearly, JT = 
= ŵ  + JTO- For i; G Jf 0 l^t us put 
(1.12) Л» = ЗД + и'')' 
/o(ü) = ia(ü, I.) + я(м°, ()) - (/, v) - \Т\ v\ , 
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Due to the Korn inequality a(v, v) Z 44^^ satisfied on Жо, we have JgJ^v) strictly 
convex and coercive for an arbitrary ö̂„ ^ C*~. Hence there exists a unique u' e JTQ 
such that 
(1.13) J^X^') = min {/Ji;), veJfo}' 
Evidently JQ is differentiable and /̂ ^ is non-difterentiable. By the obvious condition 
for the occurrence of the minimum of Jg^^ on the cone JTQ at the point u' which is 
necessary and sufficient (see e.g. [5]), Di/o(^'')(^ " ^0 + ^9n{^) ~ hJ<^') ^ ^ ^^^ 
every V e Ж^. So we can easily see that и = u' + u^ h the unique solution of the 
problem (gn). We have 
Lemma 1.1. For every g^^e C*~ there exists a unique solution of the problem (g^)-
There exists a constant с independent of g^ such that, denoting ||'11-1/2,г ^^^ norm 
in {Н~^'^{Г)у, II • ||o the norm in (/.2(0))^, we have 
(1-14) \\ul^ й c{\u%. + ||T^||-i/2,r + ll/llo). 
The operator Ф^ \^gn^^ T,^{^) is continuous on Fï~^'^{r^ and T„{u)eC^~ for 
every g„E C* ~. 
Proof. Putting Î; = ŵ  in (1.10), we obtain a{u, u) g a(w, u^) + (/, t/ — u^) + 
+ [ r , w]. The Korn inequality and the obvious considerations imply (1.14). Let 
g'„e C*~, i = 1, 2, let w' be the corresponding solutions of (g^), i = 1, 2. Putting 
V = u^ in (1.10) with gl and t' = w 4 n (l-lO) with gl, we obtain 
(1.15) \y •- u'Wl, è Ç^gl - ^gl \иЦ - \ul\} S 
^ ci\\^9n - '^д1\\-1/2,г1\\и^\\ж + h4^] • 
The continuity of 0Q is a consequence of (1.15), (1.14), ( l . l l ) and of the usual traces 
theorem for the space H^{p). Putting i;==w + w, w e Ж such that w|r^7^ = 0, 
У^п\гс ^ Ö a.e. in Г^, w\r^ = 0 in (1.10), we have <7;,(w), w„> = a{u, w) - (/, w) ^ 0. 
Thanks to the arbitrariness of w„|;̂ ,̂ ŵ , ^ 0, T„(w) e C*~. 
2. SIGNORINl PROBLEM WITH BOUNDED FRICTION FOR A STRIP IN R^ 
In this section Q = R^ x (0, r), r e (0, +00), Г„ = .R^ x {O}, Г, = R^ x {r}, 
r ^ = 0. Our method of proof of the existence theorem for the problem is the fol­
lowing. By means of the shift technique in arguments using the Korn inequality and 
some traces lemmas, we show that Т„(м) G Н~^^^'^\Г,) for g^^H' ^'^-^^Г,) гл С"" 
and а 6 (о, i ) , because of the validity of the inequality 
\Тп{и)\~Ц2+а„Г, й CÇ^, ao, Ло) | | ^ „ | | - 1 / 2 + а,Ге + ^OnSt. 
for a certain c(#', ao, ^0) depending only on J^, ao, AQ, In the case c(#', ÖQ, ^0) < 1 
we use the following fixed point theorem: 
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Theorem 2.1. (Tichonov, see [1].) Let X be a locally convex space. Let С a X 
be a convex compact set. Let F be a continuous mapping which maps С into C. 
Then there exists a fixed point of F on C. 
The method described will be used simultaneously with exact estimations that are 
important for the calculation of the maximal admissible magnitude of the coef­
ficient of friction #" (which corresponds to the minimal c(#', aQ, AQ)). Without 
involving technicalities but in more detail than in the above introduction, the method 
is described in § 4 of [8]. 
Proposition 2.1 (reiteration). ^^2 |/z|"^~^'' |exp (ih^) — I p d/z = Щ^"" c(o(.) for every 
^ e R^ and a e (0, 1), where 
(2.1) .(.)^2----riJ^!id.r '^ - . 
^ ^^ J -00 i f ^ J_(l + .7'^ 
Proof. Denote /(a, ^) = ^^2 Щ-^-^"" 
h,£, + h2^2 
= ^ 
exp (//î(?) — l|^d/z. By the substitution 
= tj 
2 2 
we can calculate for (̂ 1 7̂  0, (J2 ^ 0 W^j) î  continuous) 
8 sin^ t, et, dtj 
i{o^^) = \U2Y'-'' R^iti + ti){e, + ег) + 2t,t,{e2 - e,)'\ 2\-lH-a 
Transforming the denominator in the form \_Ч\^Ы{^\ + й ) ^ \} + {h(^\ + ^2) 
. (2 
•(2 U2 
y^y-JY*" and substituting v = t2{i\ + Й) • 
y^, ti = t, we arrive at the desired result. 
Using Proposition 2.1 we obtain the following expressions for the norms in H'(R^), 
0 < lal < 1: 
(2.2) lk||f,R2 v{x)\^ ax + 
J R 2 J 
(w(x + h) - w{x))^ dx dh = 
= {2n)-' f \w{i)\' (1 + c(a) Щ'^) d^ for a > 0 , 
(2.3) ,R2 = (2^)-
^ 2 
ЩЦ1 + с{-'а)Щ~'')-Ы^ for a < 0 , 
where w denotes the Fourier transform of w. As in [8] we introduce the anisotropic 
Sobolev spaces H^^%Q),(x > 0: H^'%Q) = {w G H\Q); ||w||i,^^^ < +00} provided 
with the norm || • ||i,a,ß> where 
(2.4) Mi^^^ = \\w\\i^ +'^ ' 




' dh dx = 
- (2я)- + 1̂  
dw 
dx. 
(1 + c(a)l^ |^«)d^,d^2dx3, 
where w is the Fourier transform of w involving the transformation of the first two 
variables. 
Let us prove the following Korn inequality: 
Proposition 2.2. JQ ef,i{v) e^^ (̂l;)dx ^ iH^^H^/or every v e Ж, v\f^ = 0 in the sense 
of traces, where 
3 3 / Л . , \ 2 m = ̂
f3 1=1 / c=l \ О Х ^ / 
Proof. For the sake of simphcity we suppose r = n. Let us put Vi[x^, X2, x^) = 
= -Vi{x^, X2, -X3) for / = 1, 2, ?;з(х ,̂ X2, X3) = г;з(х1, x^, -X3) for X3 e ( - я , 0). 
Let us put 
(2.5) a = TT 1/^1 0̂ (̂(̂ ^ X3) sin /77X3 ^^3 5 /c = 1, 2, ; m = 1, 2, . . . , 
^з(е' Хз) cos ШХ3 dx3 , m = 1, 2, ... , 
bo = {2n)-"^ \ v,{^, Хз) dx3 , a,,o = 0 , /v = 1, 2 . 
We have 
I еы{^) eja{i^) dx = i еы{^) eki{v) dxi dx2 dx3 = 




X [m^lb^p + ^ (С^>.,ж|' + К^ ' |Ь . . | ' + т^\сц^^^^ + 
+ 2Rei(^,fl, , ,mbJ) + \Ща2,т\' + ^2K,m|' + 2 Re (̂ ^̂ 2 i^i,m ^ 2 , J ] dc . 
3 3 
Using the inequality ^ Y. VJY + E ^̂ ^ 2:̂ -̂  = i | E ^ j | ^ = ^ ^̂ '̂ ^J = ^ij^J,m^ 
i = i i ^ j<fc^3 j = i 
/ = 1, 2, Z3 = mb„„ we obtain the result. 
Lemma 2.1. Le^ the coefficients of the bilinear form a fulfil (L9). Then a[u, 11) ̂  
= i<^o||^||i^/^^ ei^^rj; I/ e J^Q [Жо has been defined in § 1). 
Let us return to the problem (g^). The unique solution и of the problem fulfils 
(Ы0). Put in (1.10) V = u_j^ — u^_f^ + u^ e Ж. (For an arbitrary function F on Q 
and heR^- X {0} = R^^ we denote F^f,{x) = F{x + h).) Let us make in (LIO) 
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the shift in arguments of all functions and distributions in the direction /2. In the 
shifted inequality (1-10) we put i;_^ = w + w^^ - ŵ  G JT.,, = [v-hive Jf}. We 
finally obtain 
(2.6) a{u^h — u, w_/, - w) S ci{u-h — " ' î̂ -ft - ^^) + 
+ (а_й - a) (w_;„ t/^,, - ŵ  + M - w_;,) + (/_/, - / , ii_,, - w) -
- <(^Ы)-/, - ^k|, Ы-/. - \щ\)' 
Let us assume ŵ  e (Я^'"(^))^ for a fixed a e (0, -|̂ ). Denote by || • ||i^a the norm in 
(Я^'''(^2))^. Because of the Lipschitz continuity of the coefficients а^д/ and the fact 
that Jî i<5 |/î|~^"^'d/z < + 00 for every г G (0, + 00), ^ e (О, + oo), the multiplication 
of (2.5) by j/j|~2-2a ^^^ jî g integration over R^ yields the following inequahty: 
I • a(t/_ft - w, w_;, - w) d/i g - 2 - 2 a ^ Л . О а(м% — w ,̂ 1/_й — w) d/î + Ä 2 
Using Lemma LI, Cauchy and Holder inequalities, we get for an arbitrary г > 0 
(2.7) a(w_;, — w, w_^ — w) d/z ^ (1 + e) 
R2 
. <iS^g„)-, - 3Pg„, |« , |_ , - |M,|> d/7 + /c(8) [j|MO||t + ll/llo] 
To estimate the first term on the right hand side of (2.7), we denote G = ^g^^, 
и = IwJ. Using Proposition 2.1, we obtain 
(2.8) <G_„ - G, U_„ - (/> d/i = 
. Г |/!J-2-2ajexp(i/j^) - Ifdhd^ = с(а)(2я)-2 Г е ( ^ ) Щ . 
J R^ JR2 
. | ^ Р " а ^ ^ с ( а ) ( 2 я ) - Ч | С | | _ , / , , , , ^ - ^ . 
. ( £ mr [1 - <i ̂  «) i r - + 1 ^ ] 1̂ 1- -1] <̂ )̂̂'̂  (1^])^'^^ 
^ (1 + ,) c{a)('-^^y | |G||-i/2.«,r. | | t / i . / 2 . . . . + K'̂ . «) i t ' i^ /a . r . , 
\ c ( i + a ) / 
where for а б < 0 , i> we estimate Щ'*'" ^ |f| + 1 and put 8 = 0, fc(0, a) = A; (a). 
For a e (^, -|) we use the estimate 
yz S ! for p = 
P Ч 4a 
where e > 0 is an arbitrary constant. 
1 - 2a 
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<. ' i i - | | T i l ° T '^^' i^i^''-^ = s u p { < ^ , „ , . > ; veH^^ir^), | |. | |_,.,^ g 1} g 
^ K l | o o | | ^ « p . r n o r e v e r y j S e ( - l , 0 > , w h e r e | | - | ^ denotes the norm in ХДГ,) . 
Evidently, II |u,| ||l/2+,,̂ ._^ ^ ||M,||i/2+c.r. for every а е < - ^ , ^ ) , where the left hand 
term IS the norm in ^i/2+.(^^)^ tl^e ^jg^^ 1̂ ^̂ ^̂  term in {т'^+%Г,)у. So we have 
for an arbitrary £ > 0 
(2.9) Г | H - ' " ' ' « ( « ^ ^ - „ , » _ , - M ) d / i ^ ( l + e)c(a)( 'H(izA) ' 
J «̂  Vc(i + a) 
• i l ^ " i - l / 2 + a , r J | w , | | l / 2 + a , r . + Ц б , « ) [ | | u ° | | ? , , + | | / | | g ] . 
Proposition 2.3. For every у e Ж^ гл {Н''ЩУ the following estimate holds 
{a fulfils {1.9)): 
(2.10) 1|>'|г,||-1/2+«,Гс 
< 2c(i + а)(йо(с(о:)))-1 Г \h\-^-^' a(y_, - j , j ; _ , - 3 ; )d /»T '+ /c( 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, 




JR2 jQJ=^k=l\dXk dXf, ) 
where Z^ are the corresponding solutions of the problems 
(2.11) zlw,- - 0 on f2, j = 1,2, 3 , 
w /x i , X2, 0) = 0 , w/x i , X2, r) = j / x i , X2, г) a.e. in R^ , j = 1, 2, 3 . 
Using the Fourier transformation in the first two variables {Zj(^, x^) = sh ( х з | ф 
. sh"^ {г\ф yj{^, r)), we have 
(2.12) f \h\-''''a{y., - y, y_, - y)dh^ {2ny'iaoc{a). 
= (In)-' \ao c(a) i f |<^r ^" \ylL r)Y (1 + exp (-2r |^ | ) ) . 
. (1 - e x p ( - 2 r | ^ | ) ) ' ' d^ ^ (2c(i + a))"^ Доф) ЫгМп^а - %) |Ь |г . | |о • 
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Remark . If ß is a homogeneous isotropic body, we have the Hook law in the form; 
(2.13) T̂ .̂ = Ifieij + ^'^ijekk, 
where /i > 0, Я ^ 0 are Lamé constants. Hence (2.10) is in the form 
c(i 4- a) {ß c{(x)) ^ h-'-'^a{y., - y, j ; _ , - y)dh + k{oc)\\y\\,. 
R2 
/iT4/c(a)|. 
Denote u' = и — u^. Using (2.9) and (2.10) we obtain 
'"'' {\j Щ-^-^"" a{u_^ - u\ u'_j, - u')dh] ^ aô'^\i + e) \\^ 
1/2 
. ||^„||-i/2..,r.(M«)<i - ^)У^" + ^(^'^)[|N'lka + ||/||o], 
where г > 0 is an arbitrary given constant. Naturally, k{e, a) in (2.15) is different 
from /c(e, a) of (2.9). In particular, we have 
Lemma 2.2. Let д,,еН-^'^^\Г,) n C*", w° e (Я^'^(ß))^ fe{L2{Q)f.Q being 
the given strip. Then и solving (g^) belongs also to (Ä^^'*(ß))^, if all a^j^i e C^'^(Q) 
and (1.9) holds. 
Proof. From the bipolar theorem. C*~ n С^(Г^) is dense in Я"^^^"^*(Г^) n C*~, 
Estimation like (1.15) yields the statement for g^ e С^(Л). The use ofthat, Prop. 2.3,. 
the reflexivity of (/У^'*(|0))^, (2.15) and Lemma 2.1 completes the proof. 
Proposition 2.4. Under the suppositions of Lemma 2.2 let us define T„(u) as in 
( l . l l ) . Then the inequality 
(2.16) | |Г„(ы)|_,/ , ,„,„ ^ (1 + е)А1,'\с{а)сЦ - «))->/^ . 
, ( f Jhl-'-'^aiu', - u', «'_, - u')dh\" + к{г,а)[\\и%_^ + | |/ | |о] 
/5 valid, where s > 0 is an arbitrarily given constant. 
Proof. By means of shifts in arguments in (1.11) we obtain the following inequality 
for an arbitrarily given w e Жо, Wf\f^ = 0: 
(2.17) <(7;.(u))_, - Tj^ul w„> = a{u'_, - u', w) + a{u''_, - u\ w) + 
+ (a_,, - a) (i/_;„ w) - (/, W;, - w) ^ i{a{u'-h - u\ «'_;, - и')У'^ + 
+ {a{u\ - u\ u \ - u^)Y'^^ « w , w))^/^ + гЩ c',[||/||o + llu^lU] ||w||^ , 
where x(0 = ^ for Г e <0, 1>, x{t) = 1 for Г > 1, Cj is a suitable constant generally 
different from c^ of the preceding inequalities. Let for an arbitrary w„ e Н^^^(Т^, 
V2, denote the extension of w„ by means of (2.11). Let Б : Н^1^{Г^) -^ Ж Ы such 
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4' + дУз d^ dx3 = 
that w„ h-> [о, О, г;з]. So we have 
(2.18) i-(w„)||;^, = ( 2 я ) - Г Щ^\Б, 
J Q 
= {2n)-' Г \^\\w^,rf{\ + е х р ( - 2 г | ф ) ( ] - exp ( - 2 r ^ ) ) - ' . 
.d^^{c{i))-4\w„\\l^,^,^+k\\wX-l/2,r.-
Let us put w„(^) = {{T„{u)U - T„{u)){è){l + c(i) [ ф - ^ ||((Т„(м))_, - T„(u)) (^). 
. (1 + c(^) \ф 1̂11/2,R2. We obtain for an arbitrary constant e > 0 and suitable Ci(e): 
(2.19) \\{T„{u)U - T„{u)\\i,j,,r. й{1+ г ) ( с ( 0 - . 
. [{Ao a{u'_, - u', u'_, - u')yi^ + A'J^\u\ - u°\\^Y + 
Multiplying (2.19) by |/7|"^~^'' and integrating in h over R^ we obtain 
(2.20) f \h\-'-'^ \mu)U ~ 4uW-i^2,rJh ^ (1 + e)(c(i))-^ . 
a{u'_, - u'^ uU - u')\h\-'-'^dh + ^ [ | | t . ^ | | t + | | / | | o ] -Л 
R^ 
Denoting (T„(w)) = 5^, we convert the left hand part of (2.20) by means of the 
Fourier transformation into the form 
(2.21) [In)-
= ( 2 . ) - c ( a ) Г | ^ ( ^ ) p ( l + cm\)" 1^1"d^ è < ? M J | | r „ ( . ) | i , , , , , , , ^ -
-fc||7;(M)||ii/2,r.-
Summing up (2.20) and (2.21), we obtain (2.16). 
Lemma 2.3. Let g„eC*- n Н~''^^'{Г,), u° e (^^•'"(ß))^ fe{L2{Q)y. Then for 
an arbitrary e > 0 there exists a constant к{г, a) such that 
(2.22) | |T„(M) | |_ I /2+. .A ^ (i + fi) ll-^IU («Ö' 2^o) ' ' ' |k„i-i/2+«,r. + 
+ %«)[ i«1 | i .+ ||/i|o], 
where и is the corresponding solution of (gn)-
The lemma is a direct consequence of (2.15) and (2.16). 
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Theorem 2.2. Let Q = R^ x (0, r), Г,, = R^ x {0}, Г, = R^ x {r}. Let а,д^(х) 
be Lipschitz continuous on Q, i,j, /c, / = 1, 2, 3, let the form a satisfy (1.9). Let 
u^ e {H^^%Q)y for some a e (O, i ) , let f e{L2{Q)f. Let us assume that ^ e С^(Г,) 
with a compact support in Int f^ and ||^||oo < V(^o/2^o)- Then there exists a solu­
tion of the Signorini problem with friction. 
Remark 1. The respective position of 0 in jR̂  is unimportant. Also the supposition 
u^ E (Н^'''(и)У can be replaced by u^ e Ж, as we can see in § 3 of this paper. 
P roo f of the t h e o r e m : Let г > 0 be such a constant that (1 + e) ||« ĵjoo • 
. («0 ^ IAQ)^''^ < 1. Then there exists r^ such that the operator Ф : g^\-^ Tj^u) maps 
M,, = C*- n B,lO) into itself, where 5 j 0 ) = {g e Н~'1'^%г:); ||^||-1/2+а,Ге ^ 
^ Го}. By Theorem 2.1 it suffices to prove the weak continuity of Ф on C"^' r\ 
n Я-^ /^ + «(Г,) because of the reflexivity of Я-^/^-'*(Г,). Let {^^m^i be an arbitrary 
sequence in C"- гл Н^^'^^^Г,) such that there exists g^e C"- n Н~'^'^'^\Г^, 
g':; - g, in Н'^1^''\Г,). Denote g = {Т^и^^У^Ти where w^ are the corresponding 
solutions of (gîî"), m == 1,2,... , denote by и the solution of (g„). By (2.22), JÇ is weakly 
relatively compact in Н~^'^'^'*{Г^. Let QQ be a weak limit of a subsequence %' с g. 
Because of the weak convergence ^g"^ -^ ^g^ in И~^^^'^'^{Т^, the compact imbed­
ding theorem (which is valid due to the compactness of supp #") and Lemma 1.1 
yield the strong convergence of g ' to T„(w) in И~^^^(Т^. So Q^ = T„(w) and evi­
dently, the whole 5 converges to Tj(u). 
R e m a r k 2. Let Q be homogeneous and isotropic (the Hook law is in the form 
(2.13)). Then a certain improvement of (2.16) is possible by means of the following 
procedure: Let us have (2.17), we need some exact estimate for (a(w, w))^^^. Let us 
extend w„ e Н~^^^(Г^) by means of the problem 
(2.23) ^ 1 ^ + ^ + ( 2 + 2 / i ) ^ = 0 on Q, —I —I  (Я /i) -  
ÔXi дХ2/ дХ2, 
1^з(х1, Х2, 0) = о , 1̂ з(̂ 15 ^2? ^) "= ^n(^l5 ^2? ^) ^-С- in Я^ . 
Put ^i(w„) = (о, о, V2,) = W. Using the Fourier transformation in the first two 
variables v,{è, x^) = w^i, r)sh{\i\x^'^\À + 2/x)-^/^) sh"^ (|^| rii'^^{l + 2fi)-'^^) 
we have 
^ 3 _ 
dx2 
2 
d(̂  dx3 = a{w,w) = {2n)-^ï ti\v,\^ Щ' + (1 + 2fi) 
= М2я)-^ Г 1̂ 1̂  |vv„(̂ , rf sh-2 (1̂ 1 гц'1\Л + 2,,)-'"). 
(МЯ + 2ц)У'' (2я)-^ Г 1̂1 [^„(^, г)р [1 + ехр {-2гЩ ц''\к + 2ц)-''')] . 
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. [1 - exp {-2гЩ ß^'\A + Ifi)-'^')-]-' d^ ^ (c(i))-^ (/.(Я + 2/0) 1/2 
/c >v„ | 2 • Г^п| |1 /2 ,Ге "T" ^Р^п\\-1/2,Гс ' 
because the function 
ф(А = 2zexp(-2r/x'^^(^ + 2/x)- ' /^z)(l + c{^,)z) 
is bounded on <0, + oo). Using the same considerations as in tlie corresponding part 
of the proof of Proposition 2.4, we obtain instead of (2.16) 
(2.24) I T„{u)\\ - ,/2+.,,-, g (1 + в) (/i(l + 2ß)y'* (c(a) c(i - a))" "' . 
Г \h\-'-'^a{uL, - u', u'_, - u')dh\ + k{e,a)[\\u°l_„ + | |/| |o] • 
Using (2.24) and (2.15) modified by means of (2.14), we obtain 
(2.25) IIТ„(н)||-,/2+a.r. ^ (1 + e) |HIU ß~^'\^ + 2иУ'* |к„| |-,/2+.,г. + 
+ %«)[||м1,,+ ||/||о]. 
Thus we obtain 
Corollary of Theorem 2.2. Under the suppositions of the theorem with the exception 
of the estimate for \\^\\^, let Q he homogeneous and isotropic and let ||^||oo < 
< ^(fij^À + 2/i)), where /i > 0, Я ^ 0 are Lamé constants. Then there exists a solu-
tion of the Signorini problem with friction. 
Remark . Let 
E . __ EG 
— , / — 2(1 + (T) (1 + G) (1 - 2G) 
Then 
' ß _ ^ Il - IG 
к 4- Ip V 2 - 2a-' 
3. THE SIGNORINI PROBLEM WITH FRICTION FOR A GENERAL 
DOMAIN IN P? WITH SUFFICIENTLY SMOOTH CONTACT PART 
OF ITS BOUNDARY 
The purpose of this part is the proof of the existence theorem for the Signorini 
problem with friction for a general domain in R^ with a sufficiently smooth contact 
part of the boundary. The estimation of the admissible coefficient of friction will be 
the same as in Theorem 2.2, the method of the proof will be a generalization of the 
methods of Sec. 2 with the help of same "local straightening" ofr^. We require thatT^ 
fulfil the following special conditions: 
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(3.1) There exists AQ > 0 such that for every S e (0, AQ) there exists a finite covering 
U^ of the set Г^ n Б^ /̂2 (supp ^ ) , where Б^ /̂2 (supp ^ ) = {x E R^; 3y e 
E supp J^, \x — y\ < SQJI], О < ^0 = dist (supp J^, Г \ Г^), satisfying the fol­
lowing conditions: 
(3.1a) There exist constants r, KQE{0, + OO) such that that for every VE U^ there 
exists XQ E Int K n r^ in such a way that we have the local description of the 
boundary by means of a function cpy : R^ -^ R^ such that (after a certain 
suitable rotation and shift of the coordinate system in R^) x^ = [0, (Pv{^J\-> 
(Pv{0) = 0,(p'y{0) = 0, ||фк||с^,1(к2) < Xo-Denoting Б,(0) = {XER^; \X\ < k], 
we suppose that the coordinate transformation Wy : [x, j;] h^ [jc, _v — ()^F(X)] 
maps F onto ^^/2(0) x [ — r,r) and simultaneously {[x, yJeK^; x E B^(0), 
y E ((py{x) ~ r, (py{x))} cz R^ \Q, {[x, y'JE R^;xE B^{0), y e {(Py{x), (py{x) + 
+ r>} с Ü. Moreover, we suppose for every ô E (0, AQ) and for each VE H^, 
dist (K Г\Г,)> ôol4 and ^ ^ '(ß^(0) x ( - r, r)) n Г \ Г, = 0. 
(3.1b) For every ô E (0, AQ) and for each VE U^ there exists Qy E С^ ' ^ (Я^ ) such that 
Qy{x) E <0, 1> everywhere on JR^, dist (supp Qy, JR̂  \ F) > 0 and Y^ Qy ^ I 
holds on r^ n B^o/2(supp J^). ^^^^' 
(3.2) We suppose the existence of a function s e C^[R^) with a compact support 
contained in Bj^^jg[supp ^) such that s(x) e <0, 1> for every XER^, 5 = 1 
on и и supp ^^. Let for every ô e (0, AQ) SL finite extension 33̂  of U^ be 
<5G(0,ÄO> VeUs 
possible with the following properties: 
(3.2a) Every 33 ,̂ ô e (0, AQ) is a covering of Г^. For every ô E (0, AQ), each VE ^^ 
is C^'^ diffeomorphic to a set M^ x ( —r, r) in the diffeomorphism Wy given 
(after a suitable rotation and shift of the coordinate system in JR )̂ by a func-
tion cpy by means of the same relations as in (3.1a). We suppose My in the 
form of an open bounded euclidean tall in R^ having the center at 0 for every 
VE ЗЗ5 such that Vn supp 5 Ф 0. For the other VE 33̂  let My be an open 
euclidean ball in Я^ or an open (generally unbounded) polygon. For every 
VE ЗЗ^Х H^, V n ^<5o/4(supp #") = 0 and, moreover, at least one of the sets 
V n supp 5, F n (T\Tl) is empty, ô E (O, AQ). 
(3.2b) For every ô E (O, AQ} the partition of unity on Г\. n B^^i2{^^PP ^) has a cor­
responding extension to the partition of unity {Qy, VE 23̂ } on Г^ of the class 
C^'^ such that for every VE 25 ,̂ dist (supp Qy, R^ \V) > 0. 
To prove the existence theorem we need the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.1. Let Q be a domain in R^, N ^ 1. Let С e C^{R^) be a non-negative 
function such that dist (supp C, i^^ x Ô) > 0. Let g E H'^(Q) be arbitrary, У < 1. 
Denote for a e <0, 1> g^ = gC on 0 , gi; = 0 on R^ \ Q; for a e ( - 1 , 0) let 
<é̂ Ç'̂ >L2(R )̂ = <^ '^OL2(Q) /^^ ^^^^y VEH~''{R^). Then there exist constants 
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c^(a, С), df(a, С), / = 1, 2, independent of g and such that 
(3-3) | |0, | , ,egc>.oiki».Q. 
(3.4) d?(«, C) loci.,«. ^ \\9çl,Q è d%a, С) ll̂ çlU«. , 
where for a domain M с R^, || • ||̂  ^̂  denotes the norm in Н''{М). 
The p roof is obvious. 
Let us suppose that Q e C^'^ satisfies (3.1) and (3.2). For a fixed ô e (O, AQ) and 
Ve U^ we can write cp, Q, W instead of (py, Qv^ ^v The matrix of the coordinate 
transformation corresponding to 4^ has the form 
where £ is the unit matrix. Let us write the coefficients of the form a after the rotation 
and the shift of the coordinate system according to (3.1) also as а^д/. Denote 
B^{ô, r) = Б^(0) X (0, г), B{ô, г) =. В^О) X ( -Г , г). For every w еЖ = Ж{и) 
such that supp w с 4^~^{B[ô, г)) we have (denoting for an arbitrary function F on F, 
F = F o{'F-^))\ 
(3.5) a{u,w)= la.jJ--^ + -^)[-^ + -^]dx Л-
+ f -- \{~ä- ) (—- - ^ + ^ ^ ^ (^ + - ^ ^ -
JßM^^o'^L '^^\dx^dxj dxsdxjydxi dxJ 
\^x- ^Xj/ \5хз dxi dx^ dxj^y 
( duI dcp du: d(p\ fdwj, dip dwi dcp 1 L. j I 1 dx2, dXj dx^ dxJ \dx2, dxi dx^ dx^ )Y-
[ 
= a(u, w) + b(w, w) , 
where ä(w, w) is the first and b(w, w) the second integral in (3.5). We have 
^ijki —^ — - dx = Ъ{и, w) ̂  const. <5||w|[̂  ll^li^ for every u,ve Ж ~ Jf[Q). 
The following inequahty is a consequence of (1.10) for an arbitrary w e JT с Ж{и) 
with the support in ?F~^(B(^, r)): 
(3.6) ä{ü, w) + b{ü, w) + F |^„ | [\й, + vv,| - |w,|] J(x) dx ^ \ /vv dx , 
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where J{x) = ^ (1 + {dcpjdxiY + (^ф/^Х2)^). Of course, the "tangentiahty" of ŵ , ŵ  
is considered with respect to the surface Г п К Let us write a, Q,u,w,f, ^, g„ 
instead of a, Q, w, w,/, J^, g„. Denote by <•, •> the scalar product inZ.2(^^), by (•, •) 
the scalar product in (^2(6)))^, 0 = R^^ x (0, r). Then 
(3.7) a{u, w) + b(t/, w) + {^\g„\ J , |t/, + w,\ ~ \щ\у ^ (/, w) 
for every w G ^{0) = (Я^(0))^ with the support in B(ô, r) such that % ^ 0 on 
R^^ X {0}, ŵ  = 0 on î ^ X (0), where naturally w„ = w . n and n(x) is the unit outer 
normal vector of Г^ at the point [x, cp(xj], x e B^(0) ~ Bs(0) x {0}. Define n_^(x) = 
= n(x + h) for h e R^ such that (x + h) e B^(0). For x e B{ô, r), x = [x', x"] define 
L_;,(x), the rotation of the coordinate system in R^ with the axis perpendicular to 
n(x') and n_}j[x') transforming ?i_,,(x') into n(x'). 
Lemma 3.2. For every we^{B'^{ö, r)) = {H\B'^(ô, г))У such that supp w с 
c= B{ô, г), we have \\L_hW - ЦМ^(^ВНО,Г)) = 0{\h\) for \h\ -> 0. 
Proof. The coefficients of the matrix (dij) describing the rotation of a unit vector 
z = [zj, Z2, Z3] into a unit vector 3; = [j^^, V21 Ĵ a] with the axis perpendicular to у 
and to z have the form 
(3.8) d,j = ö,j - 2(4 - (5^)-^ (-29,2, + 2g,z, + g,g, + (ô\{z, + g,-)) ' 
/ , ; = 1,2,3, 
where g = (д,)?=1 = у — z, ib = |g| and (5,-j is the Kronecker delta. For g(x, h) = 
= -n_;,(%') + n{x') we have д̂ -(х, h) = 0(|/г|), |/г| -> О, ÔQ^dX}, = 0{\h\), \h\ -> О, 
i, к = 1,2, 3, for every x = [x', x"] G Л^(0) x RK SO d^j = 0^ + 0(\h\), \h\ -> 0, 
ddjôx, = 0{\h\), \h\ -> 0, for UJ\ к =1,2,3. 
Let us take an arbitrary but fixed g„ G C*~ n Я~^/^^*(Г^, where a > 0 is a given 
constant, let и be the solution of (g„). Put w(x) = ^^(x) (L_;,(x) w_;,(x) — w(x)) 
into (3.7) for h G ̂ 5/4(0) с i^^. Into the shifted inequality (3.7) (in the direction h, 
h G J5 /̂4(0) с i^2) we put w_;,(x) = ^1,,(^) ((^/О-лМ " W - "-л(^))» where 
(Ьл)_й(х) = L,,(x + h). Using also the equality 
a(il/p, q) = a{p, фд) + - \ a^^ (--- Pi + ~- Pj) ^ы(^) -
, ./дф дф \ ^ 
\dxi ôXk J 
which is valid for arbitrary p, q e Ж{В^{д, r)) and ф e C^{B{ô, r)) with the support 
in B{ô, r), and using the corresponding equality for the form b, we obtain 
(3.9) a{Q^t,u^t, - QU, Q-hU~h - Qu) + b{Q_y;u_j, - QU, Q-hU^f, - gu) ^ 
jB4s,r) '''^ 2 LV\ ^x,. dxj ' \ дл; дх: 
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V ^-^j ^-^t JA 
jB + {ô,r) L ^^/c 
^•^/ J jB + (ô,r) 
oxk ox I 
dx + 
+ 
—- ((̂ W;̂ )-/, - Qu^) dx + Ь,д^ - - -
dx, JBM^,0 L^X^-^X^ V 
. (^_ft(t//,)_ft - ^^0 dx + a{u, Q{Q - ^_;,) 1/_л) + b(w, ^(^ - ^_;,) t/_. J + 
+ ^(w_^, Q~h{Q-h - ^) ^0 + % - л ^ ^-л(^-й - ^) w) + 
+ a(w, Q^{L_f,u^f, - w_^)) + b(w, Q^{L_^u_j, - u_^)) + 
+ {^-h - a){u-h^ Q-h{ii - u-h)) + (b-ft - b)(w_;„ QII,{U - 1/_й)) + 
+ a_^(w_;„ ^i;,((L;,)_^ w - w)) + Ь _ f,{u ^ ̂ , Q^-иЦ^н) - h ̂  - и)) + 
+ (/, Q\u^h - L_;,w_,)) + (f-hiQ-h - Q^). w_ft ~ u) + 
+ {f-h. QU{U - (L,)_, u)) + (/_, - / , Q\U_^ - w)) + 
+ i^\Q,\ J, ^2|(L_,w_,), - (w,)_,|> + 
+ <^-„|^„|-л/-л,^-й(|((Ьл)-/,4о-. - ^̂ l)> + 
+ i^-}\Qn\-h'^-h->\Q^-h^t + (1 - ^-й)("г)-л| - |"г|-л> + 
+ i^\g,\ J, | ^ > , ) - л + (1 - о") u\ - \u,\y . 
For the last two terms in (3.9) we have the following estimate: 
(3.10) <^_ , | ^„ | _ , J _ „ QI,{\U,\ - \u,\_,)} +i^\g,\ J, д\\и,\^, - \u,\)y ^ 
^ i{^gjQ)^h - ^Qn^Q^ \QUt\-h - \QUt\y + 
+ <{^\9n\ JQ)-h^ \Я-н - Q\ |W|> + <^\9n\ JQ^ \Я-Н - Q\ \u-h\> • 
Let us sum up (3.9) and (3.10). We multiply the obtained inequality by | /Î |~^"^' ' 
and integrate in h over ,̂5/4(0) cz R^. The most important term for the estimation 
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is the following one (see the corresponding part of Sec. 2): 
(3.11] | / i | -2-^X(#-G)_, - J^G, \QU,\_, - \Qu\y dh , 
BÔIA{0) 
where G = QQ^J- The other terms will be estimated in the following way: the terms 
containing the expressions 
— a, b_ b, Q^f, - g or ^^^-^ _ -T^ ^ / = 1, 2, 3 , 
dX; ÔX; 
can be estimated by using (1.14), due to the Lipschitz continuity of the above men-
tioned expressions. Using Lemma 3.2, we estimate the terms in which {Lf,)_f^ и — и 
or L_;,w_;j — u_f, occur. The terms containing (w_^ — u) \h\~^-~'^°' in product with 
some X can be extimated by 
b-4. \u(x) — w(y)pdxdy 
( jc- j')e/?2x0 
1 / 2 
Jßd/4(0) JjB + («5,r) J 
and we estimate the first factor by ||w||^(ß), the second one using the supposition 
?7 e (0, 2 — 4a) and the respective form of X. The terms in which g,^ or (gf^)-/, appear 
can be estimated by applying the Cauchy inequality, Lemma 3.1 and the traces 
theorem for H^{Q); some special terms of that type require also the use of the sup-
posed continuous differentiability of the function n. Denoting U = QU, we finally 
obtain for every г > 0 
(3.12) 
h\-'''^ <i^-,G_„ - J^G, |C/,|_, - |C/,|> dh + 
Bô/4(0) 
+ k{e,o^)K{Q,ô,A^,K„^,u'>,f,T°) 
Wu'lU where the constant К depends on Ô,AQ,KÇ„ \\в\\с^^кз),\\^\\сигл, 
| | '^°i-i/2,r. the norm of {H~^'^{r)f. According to Lemma 3.1 and (1.14) we have 
(3.13) | / zh^ -24^_ ,G_, - J^G, \U,\,„ \U,\}dh^{l + e ) c ( a ) , 
c(i + «) 
.K{Q,ô,Ao,Ko,^,u°,f,T''). 
Let us extend the coefficients а,^ц(х) and bijjx), i,j, k, / = 1, 2, 3 defined on 
B*{ô, r) onto the strip 0 in the following way: for xe R^,x = [QQ COS V, QQ sin v, z] 
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dehne 
(3.14) Ps{^) = 
X for о ^ QQ ^ ô , 
[(5 cos V, Ô sin V, z] for ^o = ^ 
and put aij,i{x) ^ aij,i{Ps{x)), Ь,д,(х) = Ь,д^(Р,(%)) on 0, Uj\ к, I = 1,2,3. 
Putting M = {|^|-^ a,j,lx) è,j^,i; XE0,^G R ^ } , we have 
(3.15) Go ̂  inf M ^ sup MSA 
and for b we have bii^i{x) ^ij^ki = ^ const. |(^p for every xe G, ^e R^. The coef-
ficients of the extended a, b are Lipschitz continuous with the same constant of 
continuity as the original ones. Also dipldxi, i = 1,2, defined on Б^(0) x {0} can 
be extended by means of PÖ{X) from (3.14) and in that way we can extend the unit 
outer normal vector n onto the strip 0 so that for an arbitrary x = \y, z\e 0 we 
define n{[y, z]) ^ n{[y, O]) = n{P,{[y, 0])). 
Putting U, = [U^, U2, 0] + Ù, where 




where s(ô) -> О for (5 -> О, || *||O,R2 is the norm of (£2(^^))^- (3.17) is a consequence 
of the estimate 
d(p I 
(3.16) и 
J \_dxi дх2 \8xJ \ÔX2, 
ii^.||i/2+«,R2 й iC/||i/2+.,«2(l + г(<5)) + ||t/||o,R2fe(^), 
\Ùhn..,R^uki\\M\ \\U\\ l/2+a,R^ + OX; t/ l ,oo, jR2 
|o,R2 , 
where ||'||I,OO,R2 is the norm ofW^''^(R^-). 
Using Proposition 2.3 (the modification for the case Г^ = R^ x {0}, Г„ = jR̂  x 
X {r} cannot change the constants in (2.10)), we convert the inequality (3.13) into 
the form 
(3.18) f \h\-'-'^ <^-HG-H - ^G, \U,\., - \V,\) d/i ^ (1 + e((5) + e) . 
yi,(a)e(X-a)Y' ' | |^ |U| |G| |„,/2+«,R2('f l /z | -^-^^a(l /_,- l / , l /_,- l /)d/ iY' ' + 
+ Цг, a) K{Q, Ô, Ac,, Ко, ^, u\ f, T^) . 






^ (1 + в + e(^)) (^ C(a) C(i - а ) у ' ' \\Щ^, |lG|l_i/24-a,R^ + 
+ k{8,oc)K{Q,ô,A,,Ko,u^^,T'^), 
corresponding to (2.15). On Q we have 
(3.20) ^ ^ - ^ = gfj^ - Tj,i{u) ---, /c = 1, 2, 3 . 
CXi OXi 
So it is possible to define QT„{U) G Н~'^^^[Г^) by the formula 
(3.21) <QT„{U), w„yr.. = a{uQ, w) - {of, w) + 
Z \ ex,, OXi/ Z \ OXj OXJ 
for every w e Ж{и) such that ŵ  = 0 on Г^, w = 0 on Г \ Г^. Naturally, we can 
restrict ourselves to Y^ e Ж{0) such that supp w с Ц^~^{В^{р,г^ and the above 
mentioned boundary value conditions are fulfilled. Using the transformation 4^ 
we obtain 
(3.22) <^7;(w) J, w„>ß̂ ô) = «(^w, w) + 6(^1/, w) - {qj\ w) + 
I du-, dp dp дwЛ , 
dx 
^^Xy dxi dXj dxiy 
for an arbitrary w e ^ (^ ' ' ( (5 , r)) with w, = 0 on ß^O) x {0}, w = 0 on ô{B^{ô, r)) \ 
\ {B^{0) X {0}). Extending all the appropriate terms in (3.22) like e.g. 
и = QU, Qf, iüijki eij{u)—-, bij„i -— -— , I = 1,2,3, 
OXf, ox J OXf, 
by 0 onto the strip 0, we obtain the natural extension of Q T„(W) to the form from 
H~^^^'[R^^) by means of (3.22), where, of course, a and b are defined by the cor-
responding integrals over the whole strip 0 and the equality must hold for every 
w G Ж{0) such that w = 0 on î ^ x {r}, w^ = OonR^ x {0}. Putting 6^ = Q T„{U) J 
and using the procedure described in Proposition 2.4 (the only modification is that 
the prescribed w„ on Я^ x {0} are extended to i; G H^{0) harmonically so that 
i;|̂ 2̂x(r} — Ö' ^^ P̂ t̂ w = V . n and we have the estimate {a(w, w))^^^ ^ (1 + e(^)) • 
•^o'1vv„|,/, ,«.(c(i))-i/^ + Щ) ||w„i|_,/2,K0- Finally we obtain 
(3.23) ||^||_,/2+,,R^ ^ (1 + Щ + e) ЛУ\с{а) c(i - a))'''' . 
• {[ \h\-^-'%a{U^, - U, U., -U)+ b( l / -„ - U, U.„ - L/)] dh\" + 
+ k{s, a) K{Q, Ô, Ao, Ко, ^, u°,f, 7 ° ) . 
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Putting K{ô, Л о, Ко, ^^, w^/ , Т^ а, е) = тахХ(^к, ^% ^о, ^о , ' ^ , и"",/, Т°) / ф , а) 
and considering (3-15) and (3.19), we have 
(3.24) | | ^ | | _ , / , + ,,«. ^ (1 + 8{ö) + e) ll^ll^, — ^ ||G||_i/2 + a,K2 + 
+ iC((5, /lo, Ко, ^ , u^^J, T^ a, e) . 
Let us dehne S„{u) = s Т„{и), where s was introduce in (3.2). Clearly for KG *Î̂ ^ \ Sll.^ 
such that У n supp s ф ф and for ^ = ({gyS„(u)) о з̂Р̂ ^̂ ) JK ^^ l'hâve 
(3.25) ||^i|_,/24-a,K^ ^ M^K, u'j. n ^) g max K'{Qy, u'j, T\ 6) ^ 
Е . Х ' ( < 5 , Л / , Г ° ) , 
because of the fact that supp 3^ n supp Qy = 0- Let us define on Я~^/^"^*(Г^) the 
equivalent norms ^j||*|j|--i/2+a,/c a,ccording to Lemma 3.1 in the following way 
(3.26) sWmW-m-^.j-. = {j:\\{{sQv^oW-;')Jy\\i,^2^^,R^y^\ 
Due to (3.24) and (3.25) we have 
/2A V^^ 
(3.27) ,p,(w)| | |_i/2+,,r . й (1 + e{ô) + г) \\Щ^ l ^ ^ \ ,|||5^„|||-1/2+а.Ге + 
+ K{ô,Ao.Ko,^,u'^J,T\8,a). 
Using the considerations analogous to those in the proof of Theorem 2.2 and applying 
Theorem 2.1 we obtain (considering also 5 = 1 on supp J^) the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let the domain Q have the boundary Г of the class C^'^ consisting 
of Г„, Г^, Г J, which satisfy the corresponding suppositions of Sec. \,{3.i)and (3.2). 
Let for i,j, k, I = 1, 2, 3, aijj,i{x) be Lipschitz continuous and satisfy (1.9) on Q. 
Let и^'еЖ ~ Ж{и) such that w°|r\i- = 0. Let fe{L2{n))\ let Т"" e{H-^i\r)f 
such that [T^, w] = 0/or every w e {H^^\r)f such that Цт^^ = 0. Let #" e С\Г,) 
have a compact support in Int Г^, let ||^||oo < \{^ol^^o)- Then there exists a solu­
tion of the Signorini problem with friction. 
Remark . If ß is a homogeneous isotropic body (see (2.13)), then it is possible to 
use the improvement of the estimate (3.27) analogously to Remark 2 to Theorem 2.2. 
The constants Я, JLL of the form a have the same value after the rotation, shift and 
"straightening" of the coordinate system as at the beginning. Using the same pro­
cedure as in the corresponding part of this section we derive (3.22) and the estimate 
(3.19) with fi~^^^' instead of -^{IjaQ)- The estimate of the term (<̂ (w, w)У^^• which is 
important for (3.23) will be established by mans of the procedure from the just 
mentioned remark to Theorem 2.2, hence 
{a{w, w)y'' è ШГ^" W + 2/^))''' \H\u2Al + <^) + e) + 
+/с ( г , <5) ||w„||_,/2,R»• 
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So we have {fi{À + 2/̂ ))̂ ^^ instead of ^o^^ in (3.23). 
Corollary of Theorem3.1. Lef Q be homogeneous isotropic. Let all the suppositions 
of Theorem 3.1 be fulfilled with the exception of the estimate for ||^||oo- -̂ ^̂  
where Я, // are the Lamé constants, a is the Poisson ratio. Then there exists at least 
one solution of the Signorini problem with friction. 
Remark . For steel we have a = 0-30, i.e. the existence of the solution is ensured 
for \\^\\сю ^ 0-73, for aluminium {a = 0-34) it suffices to take ||J^||^ ^ 0-70. By the 
book by R. Stephenson [9] the majority of materials have a ^ 0-3. Greater a occurs 
e.g. by plumbine (fj = 0-45, | |^||^, ^ 0-638) and by india-rubber (cr = 0-49, ||i^||oo è 
^ 0-37). Clearly, the results for the majority of materials are fully in harmony with 
practical requests. Unsatisfactory results for the case of india-rubber are probably 
caused by big deformations of this material, which make it impossible to use the 
model with a small strain tensor (e,j). 
4. THE GENERAL CONTACT PROBLEM WITH FRICTION 
In this part we shall study the contact problem in the following classical formula-
tion. Let us have two bodies Q^ a R^, Q2 с R^. For the displacements u^ : Q^ -^ R^, 
I = 1, 2, let the strain tensors be given by (1.1), let on ß^ the Hook law 
(4.1) T\J = a\j,i e,i{u^) , ij = 1, 2, 3 , ^ = 1, 2 
be fulfilled, where a\j],i fulfil the obvious symmetric conditions on Q^, t = 1,2. Let 
for each ^б{1,2} the equihbrium conditions of the type (Î.3) be satisfied on Q^ 
with the corresponding ^\j,ff For ^ = 1, 2 we suppose P = dQ^ consisting of 3 parts 
like in Sec. 1 so that on TJ, the condition of the type (1.4) with u^ is prescribed, on Tj 
the condition of the type (1.5) with T^ is given. On T^ = Q^ n Q2 (the common 
contact part of Г^ and Г^) we suppose that the following conditions are fulfilled: 
(4.2) uj, -ulu^, T„=T: = -Т„'йО, T„(м„̂  - u'„) = 0 
(contact conditions of the Signorini type), 
(4.3) Tl=-Tf=T,, Щй^Щ. (|T,| -^ |T„ | ) | t / , ^ - î^ f l = 0 , 
и] - и] = кТ, on {хеГ^\ ^Т,{х) < 0} (The Coujomb law of friction), 
where n is the unit outer normal vector to T^ with respect to Q^, the normal com­
ponents of u\ V are considered with respect to this vector, A is a suitable non-
positive function on r^. This formulation can be found in [4]. 
Let Q^ be disjoint domains in JR^ with the C^'^-smooth boundary, i = 1, 2. The 
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suppositions for Г^, Г^, Г^, t = 1,2, are the same as in Sec. 1, particularly, mes TĴ  > 0, 
I = 1, 2. Moreover, let Г^ be of the class C^'^ fulfilling (3.1) and (3.2) with respect 
to Q^ such that the set {[x, y] e R^, у e ((Pv{x) — r, cpvi^))} cz Q2 c: R^ \Q^ for 
every Ve U^ and for every Ve 35̂  such that V n supp 5 ф 0, (5 G (0, AQ). Let ß == 
= ß i u ^2, . ^ ' (ß ) = . ^ (ß i ) X Ж{и2), where ^ ( Ъ , ) = {Н\и,)у, с = 1, 2. Let 
j r = {г = [t;\ i;^] G Jf'{Q); v^ = t/f on Г^, t = 1,2, vl ~ v^ ^ 0 on Г,}, where 
м̂^ G . ^ (ß , ) is such that wf = 0 on ^ " W ^ , ^ = 1 , 2 . Let ^ G С\Г,) with a compact 
support fulfilling (3.1), (3.2), all âf^д^are supposed to be Lipschitz continuous on Q^ 
and satisfy (1.9) with the corresponding ÜQ^AQ^ on ß^, t = 1, 2. Denote a(u, v) = 
= fl^(w\ г;̂ ) + a^(w^, v^), where а'(м', Ü') is given as a{u, v) in Sec. 1, t = 1, 2. Let 
b(t^) = L ifi^') d^ + k A t ^ ' dx + J^^. T^^ ds + J^, . T^2 d5, where / , ^ 
G (£2(^0)^' ^ = 1' 2' T!^ satisfies the corresponding condition of Sec. 1 for ^ = 1, 2. 
For g„e C"^' defined in Sec. 1 we introduce the problem <gn>: Let us look for и e Jf 
such that for every v e Ж, 
(4.4) a{u, V ~- u) ^ ^\Q\ (|Î^? - ^]\ - \u] ~ w?|)ds ^ L(i; - w) . 
In accordance with the preceding, a solution и of <g,j> for arbitrary 6̂„ G С*" will be 
called the solution of the contact problem with friction iff* ^g^^ = c^T„(w), where 
ТХи)\г^ = Т^{и^)\г,. = -Т^{и^)\г, and Т^{и)\г^ is defined by the formula cor­
responding to (1.11), t = 1,2. 
The existence, uniqueness, a priori estimates and the other properties declared in 
Lemma 1.1 can be proved in this case in the same way (using the Korn inequality 
on each Q^, i = 1, 2). Our purpose is to prove some estimates analogous to (3.27) 
applying the methods of § 3. 
Let us take a fixed ô G (О, Ло> and V e U^ of (3.1). Using the transformation 
W = Wy, we convert (4.4) to 
(4.5) a{u, w) + b{u, w) + <^\gn\ J , \u\ - u] + w] - wf | - \u] - u]\y ^ 
^ ( / i , w ^ ) + (/2,w^), 
where 
(4.6) a{u, w) = alj.i eju^) e,,i{w^) dx + a^.j^i e,^(y?-) ^^(w^) dx , 
]в + (о,г) jB-(ô,r) 
b{u, w) = X Hu\ w^) , 
b\u\w^) are defined in accordance with (3.5), (•, •) are the corresponding duality 
pairings in ( l2(^^ x (0, r)))^ or (X2(^^ x (~^ö) ) )^ , <•, •> is the duahty pairing 
in L2{R^y Naturally, B-{ô, r) = ВДО) x ( - r , 0). 
The inequality (4.5) holds for every w = [w\ w^] e Ж^^, = Ж{В^{Ь, r)) x 
X Ж{В~(Ь, r)) such that supp w^ u supp w^ с В(Ь, r), (w^ . n ~ w^ . n) ^ О for n 
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being the unit outer normal vector on Г^ with respect to Q^. The integration for such w 
can be extended to the integration over R^^ x (0, r) or over Я^ x ( —r, 0). 
Using the rotation L_^ defined in Sec. 3, we put w' = ^^(L_,, М'„Й — и') in (4.5). 
In the corresponding shifted inequality we put iv'_/, = Q^_^{{L^-hU'' — w'_^). The 
inequality obtained by the addition is analogous to (3.9), Using the corresponding 
estimates based on the Lipschitz continuity of ^, a'•д ,̂ b\p.i, dgjoxi, d^ipjox^i, i, j , /c, / = 
= 1, 2, 3, ^ = 1, 2, and on Lemmas 1.1 and 3.2, we obtain for G = gg^J and U = QU 
(4.7) f \h\-'-'^la{U_, - U, l /_, -U) + b{U_, - U, C/_, - U)] dh ^ 
J Bs/4(0) 
*I j / i | - ^ - 2 4 ^ _ , G _ , - ^G, \UI - Щ_, - \U] - ЩУ Ah + 
+ K{Q, Ô, Ao,i, Ao,2, Ко, #-, M?, ulfiJ,, Tf, T°) . 
By the corresponding extension of n, a\jf,i, b\^^ i = 1,2, Uj.kJ = 1,2,3, by 
means of P^ defined in (3.14) and using the expression of U\ = [U\, IJ\, 0] + V' 
and Proposition 2.3, we finally obtain 
(4.8) 
E I* \h\'^~^%a^{^J^_, - U\ U'_, - V) + b^{U^_, - U', [/'_, - U^)] dh ^ 
< = 1 , 2 J R 2 
^ (1 + 6(<5))(c(«)c(i - а)У'' I^IU ||С||_,д,,,,. I (—Y\ 
. (! [a'{U'_, - U\ l/'_, - U^) + b'{U'_, - U', UL, - U')] | / f "^"d / îY ' ' + 
+ K{Ao,u Ao,2,Ko, ^, ul ulUU T?, Tl e, Ö, a). 
Converting ( l . l l ) (( = 1,2) by means of •? and using the corresponding con-
siderations and calculations from Sec. 3, we obtain f o r ^ = еТ„(и) J the following ine­
quality holding for t = 1, 2: 
(4.9) т-гп..,к^ й{1+ s{ô) + г){Ао,У" (с(а) c(i - а))'''' . 
• ( I Щ~^'Чa^{U^_, - V, U'_, - U') + b'{U'_, - V, U'_, - [/')] dh\'^ + 
+ K{ô, Л д , Ao,2, Ko, ^, u1, ul,f„f2, Tl Tl s, a) . 
Using (4.8) and (4.9) (which are independent of F e Щ for each ô e (О, AQ)) we 
need to calculate an estimate for £^ in the form 
(4.10) i ^ i - i / 2 ^ a , K ^ ^ C(l + e + S{ô)) \\^\\„ | е | _ 1 / з + , , « . + 
+ ^(<5, ^0,1, Л , 2 , Ко, ^, u°, ulf,j2, ТЧ, Tl e, a), 
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which yields the estimate ||^||oo < ^~^ for the admissible coefficient of friction. It 
is possible to calculate the following estimates supposing AQ ̂  ^ AQ2 î i (4.11) 
and (4.12) (the converse case is symmetric): 
(4.11) 
^ < 
Лод + AQ2 if > 1^0,2 ~ ^ 0 , l j 
0 , l "0 .2 
or 
(4.13) 
2^0,1^0 ,2 / 7(^^0,1^0,i) + 4/(^0,2^0,2) «0,1 4^0 ,1^0 , 
1 if ^0^2 ^ ( ^ 0 , 2 "~ ^ 0 , 1 ) 
L^ < 
V^0,2 + V ( ^ 0 , 1 + ^0,2) «0,1 4ЛодЛо,2 
«0.1«0,2 ^ 0 , 1 + ^ 0 , 2 ^ for arbitrary ÜQ ^ > 0 , 
4^-^^0,1^0,2 «0,1 + «0,2 
«0,2 > 0 , ^0,1 > 0 . ^0,2 > 0 . 
Of course, the estimate (4.13) is a little worse than (4.11) or (4.12) if the correspon-
ding inequalities for QQ ,̂ AQ ,̂ t = 1, 2 hold. 
If Q^ and Q2 are homogeneous isotropic, then we can use the estimate 
(4.14) ll^'ll^ < a 
according to the corresponding remarks of Sees. 2 and 3. a is stated in the following 
table, where 
p = (lull Lz_?^Y ' , T = ^ ^ + 1̂ ^ 
\ 1 - (72 1 - 2cri/ ' £1 1 + C72 ' 
(4.15) 
<4, +00) <ii - 2 7 " , +co) 
a 4 > <o ,+0 ) ) 
<0, i> ^0, ° 
1 - 2 7 0 
<4, + 0 0 ) <0, u - 2 ^ 0 ) 
<o,i> 
1 - 2 VD 
, +C0 
El 
(t - 2o-i)(l - 20-2 
2(1 -^{{^V^} 
Ï — a,\ E-y 1 — (79 
1 + Ö-1 V V̂  - 2(7i/ 1 + (J2 V \1 - 2(7 
1 — Oo 
1 + <Ji \ \ 1 — 2(7i/ 1 + ОГ2 V \1 ~" 2(7 
1 - 2(7̂  
'-̂ -̂ ^Лч- /fi + ^i±^' 
£1 1 + (7:; 
1 - 2(7i 
£2 1 + o'l 
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<0, +œ) <0, -{-OD) 
Of course, the last value of a in (4.15), which corresponds to the case of (4.13), is 
smaller than the former values of a for D, T belonging to the corresponding intervals. 
The first value of a is the best and can be used in all cases, in which max ((jj, (J2) ^ 
й 15/31. We have 
Theorem 4.1. Under the suppositions mentioned before the introduction of the 
problem <g,-,) there exists a solution of the contact problem with friction if one of 
the condition (4.11) —(4.13) holds. Particularly, if both Q^ and Q2 are homo­
geneous isotropic [with the Poisson ratio o^, and the Young modulus of elasticity E^, 
t = 1,2) then (4.14), with a from any condition 0/(4.15)/or which both u and T 
belong to the prescribed intervals, is sufficient for the existence of a solution. 
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